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Abstract. Reference spatial data sets represent the least changing natural and anthropogenic features of terrine.
As a rule, such data are stored in different scales and most frequently updated consequently starting with a spatial
data set of a larger scale (usually base scale) thus later performing an update of data in smaller scales. The generalization of features in a larger scale is one of the major processes employed in the creation and update of spatial
data of a smaller scale. In order to effectively carry out works, it is recommended to use automatic procedures and
generalization only in those cases when changes in features are significant, i.e. affect the update of features in a
smaller scale. The article discusses the relation between changes in polygon features (identify land cover territories
in a base spatial data set) and different generalization processes as well as the evaluation of significance of likely
changes.
Keywords: significance of changes in features, update of features, generalization, polygon features, spatial data set,
GIS.

1. Introduction
National mapping agencies (NMAs) often maintain reference and thematic spatial data sets to represent various spatial data identifying natural and anthropogenic
phenomena of the world (Kazemi 2003). Usually they are
stored in several scales, e.g. reference spatial data in Lithuania are collected at 1:10 000 (basic scale), 1:50 000 and
1:250 000 (Papšienė, Papšys 2011), whereas, for example,
in Belgium it makes 1:10 000 and 1:50 000 (Bayers 2010).
In reference data sets, polygon features serve to store the
features representing land cover, such as forests, arable
land, built-up territories, hydrographic features, etc. The
main task to quickly and effectively update spatial data
of a smaller scale is to use spatial data sets of a larger
scale more often updated as those of a smaller scale. For
example, reference spatial data in Lithuania at a scale of
1:10 000 are updated constantly while those at the scales
of 1:50 000 and 1:250 000 - on a 5 year basis or even more.
The automatic generalization of spatial data is one
of the most appropriate ways employed in the creation
and update of a spatial data set. The use of automatic
procedures in the update of spatial data is affected by
three principal factors: reduction in work and time resources, the qualification and subjectivity of specialists
(Kilpelainen 2000) and data accuracy achieved by manual update (McHaffie 2002). As a rule, along with gener-
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alization methods applied in the update of spatial data
sets, all features of a larger scale are generalized regardless of whether those features have changed compared to
the earlier spatial data set of a larger scale. Therefore, the
features that have not really changed are also updated. In
this way, each update produces absolutely new features
(new data set) having no relation with the earlier feature
version. Such update process requires high technological
and human resources, as it takes time to generalize all
features anew, revise the result later and evaluate whether it meets the set requirements. Accordingly, such generalization is more appropriate for creating rather than
for updating a spatial data set based on larger scale data.
While updating spatial data sets it is best to generalize
only changes reducing costs. The changed features can be
identified in the two following ways:
––comparing earlier and later versions of a feature
through various queries;
––supporting unique IDs of the features that have to
be implemented across all reference spatial data
sets at all scales and tracking changes in the life
cycle of the feature (Stankevičius 2008; Beconytė
et al. 2009; Stankevičius et al. 2010). Feature IDs
must be unique throughout the data set and remain unchanged all through the life cycle of the
feature (INSPIRE... 2009).
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2. Generalization of Polygon Features
The generalization process is defined as the process of selecting and simplifying representation details appropriate to the scale and/or purpose of the map (ICA… 1973).
Digital cartography distinguishes three types of generalization by defining a process from reality to cartographic
products (Grünreich 1985; Weibel, Dutton 1999; Cecconi 2003):
––Feature generalization is employed to create the
initial abstract image of a phenomenon of the real
world (e.g. from satellite images, GPS measurements). Feature generalization produces a primary data model.
––The process of model generalization performs
controlled reduction in data. Model generalization is used for creating and updating a data
set of a smaller scale from spatial data of a larger
scale. Model generalization produces a secondary
data model.
––Cartographic generalization is used for developing a cartographic product. This process comprises visualization operations and is employed for
the generalization of the spatial features of a primary or secondary model in order to get a cartographic product.
Many years of scientific research had not seen a uniform and systematic classification of generalization operations. McMaster and Shea (1992) identified 12 different
generalization functions that were classified according to
the transformation type used for generalization:
1. spatial (graphic) transformation: simplification,
amalgamation, refinement, displacement, smoothing, merging, exaggeration, aggregation, collapse and enhancement;
2. attribute transformation: classification and symbolization.
The AGENT project in 1999 specified the former
classifications. Thus, generalization functions of spatial
transformation were identified depending on the transformation type (attribute transformation and spatial
transformation). In addition, generalization operations
under spatial transformation have been furthermore divided depending on the features they can be applied for
(AGENT... 1999):
––individual features: simplification (weeding, unrestricted simplification) collapse, enhancement
(enhancement with regards to geometric constraints, enhancement with regards to semantic
constraints);
––individual features or a set of features: selection/
elimination, displacement;
––set of features: aggregation (amalgamation, combine, typification).
Furthermore, in 2006, Li presented a systematic
classification of generalization operations depending on
what generalization could be applied for various geometric elements representing features. This classification
identifies the groups of operations used for individual

and a group of point, polyline or polygon features. Individual polygon features may be applied for the operations of collapse (including area-to-point, area-to-line
and partial), displacement, exaggeration (including directional thickening, enlargement and widening), elimination, (shape) simplification, split, whereas a group
of polygon features is applied for aggregation, agglomeration, amalgamation, dissolving, merging, relocation,
(structural) simplification and typification.
Based on Li classification (2006), Table 1 specifies
generalization operations that may be employed upon
the model generalization of land cover features of a reference data set:
––elimination and simplification of individual polygon features;
––aggregation and dissolving a group of polygon features.
Table 1. Generalization operations for polygon features of land
cover
Operation

Larger scale
For individual features

Smaller scale

Elimination
eliminates small
and unimportant features
Simplification makes the
feature shape
simpler
For a group of features
Aggregation
combines
polygon features
within a specified distance to
each other into a
new polygon
Dissolving aggregates features
based on the
specified attribute

In order to properly perform the generalization
of spatial features it is, first of all, necessary (Papšienė,
Papšys 2011) to:
––determine requirements for features, i.e. the density of features, geometry resolutions, min. area;
––select algorithms and parameters of generalization operations;
––determine the priority of selected algorithms;
––model the generalization process.
The generalization of features must be done in separate object groups represented by the same phenomena
of the world. The generalization of land cover features
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requires, primarily, the selection of proper features according to quality parameters (e.g. selection of deciduous forests). It should be mentioned that first we cannot eliminate at once features according to both their
attributes and geometric features (e.g. select only forests
with the area over 10 ha). The reason is that in the next
step, the aggregation of the selected features according
to a minimum distance preliminary defined between the
neighbouring features, the features small in the area may,
after aggregation, form the conglomerates of a significant
size. The size of all features must be evaluated and the
features that fail to meet requirements for a minimum
feature area must be eliminated only after aggregation.
The last step is the simplification of features. The conception process of the generalization of land cover is presented in Fig. 1.

Table 2. Possible types of changes in features

Is the feature new?

Type of change
in a larger scale
in a smaller scale
New feature
New feature

Has an attribute of
the feature changed?

Updated feature attribute

New feature
or
Updated feature
attribute

Has the shape of the
feature changed?

Updated feature shape

Updated feature
shape

Has the minimum
distance between
neighbouring features changed?

Updated feature shape

Updated feature
shape (aggregated
feature)

Has the feature been
deleted?

Deleted
object

Deleted object
or
Updated feature
shape (no aggregated feature)

Question

3. Relation Between the Type of Polygon Changes
and Generalization Process
The identification of changes in spatial data includes
the analysis of feature versions at different periods
(Singh 1989). The primary task of identifying changes in features is to decide which features have changed
compared to the earlier version of a spatial data set
and what is the type of changes in features that can be
evaluated by answering several questions presented in
Table 2.

The choice of generalization operations depends
on the type of changes in features. Table 2 shows that
some types of changes in a larger scale may affect different changes in a spatial data set of a smaller scale.
For this reason, it is impossible to make an unambiguous decision as to what generalization is to be applied
as long as all changes in features and likely influence

Start

sdata_larger scale

Selection by area

Selection by quality
parameters

sdata_selected2

sdata_selected1

Simplification

Aggregation

sdata_smaller scale

sdata_aggregated

Finish

Fig. 1. The conception process of the generalization of land cover
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on neighbouring features are not analyzed and evaluated.
A new feature in a smaller scale must be created in
two cases (Fig. 2):
––a new feature is identified in a spatial data set of
a larger scale with a quality or quantity attribute
represented in a smaller scale;
––a feature in a larger scale acquires a new quality or
quantity attribute represented in a smaller scale.

Fig. 2. Cases of creating a new feature

In these two cases, a feature is selected from a spatial data set of a larger scale applying a simplification
operation; the achieved result is integrated into a spatial
data set of a smaller scale.
If a feature is to be eliminated, no generalization operation is performed.
A feature in a smaller scale will have to be deleted
in cases opposite to those of creating a new feature, i.e.
when (Fig. 3):
––the deleted feature is identified in a spatial data
set of a larger scale having a quality or quantity
attribute usually represented in a smaller scale;
––the feature in a larger scale acquires a new quality
or quantity attribute not represented in a smaller
scale.

If only the attributes of a feature have changed, no
generalization is needed (only the attribute is updated)
while in case of changes in the shape, feature simplification is to be carried out.
Additionally, the evaluation of the above cases shows it is necessary to evaluate the distance to the
neighbouring features with the same attribute, i.e. whether it is above or below the minimum distance allowed:
1. a new feature or the feature that “moved towards”
the neighbouring feature will be aggregated with
it, i.e. the feature in a smaller scale will enlarge
(e.g. when a new residential area emerged close to
a former built-up territory) (Fig. 5);
2. upon elimination or “receding” the feature, that
was earlier aggregated with the neighbouring one,
will have to be eliminated from the aggregated
polygon feature in a smaller scale, i.e. the feature
will be reduced (e.g. gardening was started in one
of the adjacent fields of the arable land) (Fig. 6);
3. a feature of the changed shape in a larger scale will
have effect on the shape of the feature produced
by aggregating neighbouring features (e.g. a part
of one of adjacent forests was cut down) (Fig. 7).

Fig. 5. Cases of enlarging an aggregated feature

Fig. 6. Cases of reducing an aggregated feature
Fig. 3. Cases of deleting a feature

A feature in a smaller scale is updated when its
quality or quantity attributes or shape in a spatial data
set of a larger scale are changed (Fig. 4). In the first case,
feature attributes and in the second, the feature shape is
updated.
Fig. 7. Cases of changing the shape of an aggregated feature

Fig. 4. Cases of updating features

The first case demands a feature simplification operation as well as aggregation with a neighbouring feature
from a spatial data set of a smaller scale. In the second
case, the “unsuitable” feature needs to be eliminated from
the earlier aggregated polygon feature in a smaller scale.
However, instead of the elimination function, it is enough
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to newly simplify and integrate the changed features (additionally, the aggregation function is used for merging
the rest of the features). In the third case, similarly to the
first one, the simplification of changed features -aggregation with adjacent features - is to be performed.
4. Possibilities of Evaluating the Significance
of Changes in the Polygon Feature
When identifying changes in spatial features, it is essential to determine significant and to reject insignificant
changes (Richard et al. 2005). A change will be significant when:
––the acquired new attribute is represented in a spatial data set of a smaller scale;
––a change in the feature shape will be seen in a spatial data set of a smaller scale.
Upon evaluating the significance of changes in features, a single changed feature needs to be analyzed establishing how its change will influence surrounding features according to the types of changes specified in the
above section.
The evaluation of changes in features is to be conducted in groups according to the type of changes in the
following procedure.
Group: update of the feature attribute. When evaluating the significance of changes in the feature attribute
of a larger scale, it suffices to know what attributes are
significant for (i.e. attributable to) the feature in a smaller scale and comparing different versions of the feature
(feature version before and after the update in a larger
scale) to single out the features that have acquired new
“significant” attributes, e.g. the name of the lake has been
specified.
Evaluation in this group of changes requires:
––to link feature attributes before and after the update through unique feature IDs (if there are any)
or spatial join that creates a table join in which
the field attributes of features before and after
the update are presented based on the relative locations of the features;
––to find changed appropriate attributes through
queries (“AttributeValue_BeforeUpdate” <> “AttributeValue_AfterUpdate”).
Group: creating a feature. The appearance of a new
feature will be significant in cases similar to those of updating the feature attribute, i.e. if a new feature has proper quality and quantity attributes.
Evaluation requires:
––to eliminate, through queries, features (before and
after the update) lacking set quality and quantity
attributes, i.e. to select the proper ones;
––to find new features using information on the life
cycle of the feature (if there is any) or selecting
features “after the update” not intersecting the feature “before the update”.
Group: eliminating a feature. Deleting a feature
will be significant in a larger scale if the feature was earlier represented in a smaller scale.
Evaluation requires finding the eliminated features
by using information on the life cycle of the feature (if

there is any) or selecting features “before the update” not
intersecting the feature “after the update”.
Group: a feature under aggregation. The changed
feature will be significant in respect of aggregation operation in case it “has approached“ closer than the minimum distance allowed between neighbouring features
considering the attributes of the same quality and quantity. Searching for such changes may be easily implemented through spatial analysis query looking for intersections between the buffer around the feature of a
changed shape and/or new features and a neighbouring
feature. The width of the buffer under creation must be
equal to the defined minimum distance between neighbouring features.
Group: changing the shape of features. The evaluation of the significance of changes in the feature shape
is more complex than that found in the cases mentioned
above.
The significance of changes in the feature shape is
determined by comparing the size of changes referring
to the fixed minimum change allowed, which, first of all,
should depend on the scale (this scale affects the resolution of the map) and specificity of a spatial data set. Additionally, the expected changes in the size of the object
have to be evaluated after generalization.
Before the analysis of changes in the feature shape is
started, the features with changed shape are immediately
rejected, if they are not represented in smaller scale maps
according to parameters of quality and quantity.
A model has been developed to evaluate the significance of changes in the feature shape using spatial
analysis queries (by ESRI ArcGIS software). The purpose
of the model is to compare the features of a smaller scale
before and after the update, to find changes in the feature shape, to evaluate them and to select the significant
ones that have to be simplified. The model has been developed on the presumption that changes in the feature
shape will be significant if the vertex/vertexes of changes
(expressed in polygon) will be moved from the feature
boundary (before the update) at a distance higher than
the set (s) is placed, which must, as mentioned above,
depend on the scale (usually it makes 0.05 cm of the
map scale).
1. The actions in the query of spatial analysis follow
the order below (Fig. 8).
2. Union of spatial features before (sdata.v1) and after the update (sdata.v2). Selecting the changed
part of the feature (ChangesMinus_all, ChangesPlus_all).
3. Determining the significance of buffer width. The
size of the buffer depends on specified resolution
that relates to the resolution of spatial data.
4. Creating buffer zones (according to the specified
significance of buffer width) around the source
feature before the update (Buffer).
5. Selecting changes in feature geometry outside the
buffer zone (ChangesMinus, ChangesPlus).
6. Simplifying changes in the geometry of the selected feature (ChangesMinus_simplify, ChangesPlus_simplify).
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7. Creating buffer zones (according to the specified significance of buffer width) around updated
objects (Buffer).

8. Selecting changes in the geometry of the objects
outside the buffer (ChangesMinus_Significant,
ChangesPlus_Significant). The resulted changes
will be significant.

Fig. 8. Processes for determining significant changes in the features
of land cover with a changed shape
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5. Evaluation Test on Changes in Polygon Features
The period from 2009 to 2010 faced the development
of Lithuanian digital raster orthophotographic map
ORT10LT at a scale of 1:10 000, which served as a base
for updating the features of Lithuanian reference spatial
data set at a scale 1:10 000 in 2011. Furthermore, the
period from 2011 to 2012 has been witnessing the update of Lithuanian reference spatial data set at a scale of
1:50 000 using the already updated spatial data at a scale
of 1:10 000.
Research task: check the correctness of the above
described evaluation methods for feature changes. Research object: features representing built-up territories
in Lithuanian reference spatial data sets at a scale of
1:10 000. The target territory: the municipality of Molėtai
Region.
Accordingly, the following features have been analyzed and compared with:
Lithuanian reference spatial data set at a scale of
1:10 000 before the update (2010 version);
Lithuanian reference spatial data set at a scale of
1:10 000 after the update (2011 version).
The research results are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Test results
Build-up territories
Changes
in 1:10 000

Changes
significant
for 1:50 000

Update of the feature
attribute

0

0

Creation of the feature

1184

1038*

Group of changes

Elimination of the feature

198

199

Feature under aggregation

Not applicable

2034**
199***

Changes in the shape of
the feature

27333

11932

* new features bigger than 0.01 ha.
** features have to be aggregated in a smaller scale (distance
less than 5 m)
*** features have to be eliminated from aggregated features
in a smaller scale (distance more than 5 m)

6. Conclusions
The update of polygon features identifying land cover
territories has to be carried out using larger scale generalization, which would include only significant changes rather than all features from a reference spatial data
set. Changes in specific features must be evaluated according to their influence on the update of the data of
a smaller scale. The accepted significant changes are
those “seen” in a spatial data set of a smaller scale, i.e.
having “appropriate” quality and quantity attributes for
a smaller scale and meeting minimum requirements for
a geometric attribute. Depending on the type of feature
changes, feature update may vary in a spatial data set of a
smaller scale. Besides, the type of a change affects different analysis of its significance. Therefore, the evaluation
of changes in features must be performed consequently

according to the type of changes in the feature and follow
the procedure: updated attributes, new features, deleted
features, features that have to be aggregated, features
having an updated shape.
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